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Five Years of SISEP
As SISEP III comes to a close we wanted

to celebrate all of the work that has been

accomplished and share our excitement for

the future.  Let's take a look at the last five

years and share our memories together.

by Rebekah Hornak

Read Blog Post

The team at the National Implementation Research Network could not
find the words to express the level of emotions we are all feeling
regarding the school shooting at Uvalde CISD.
We are concerned...

for the children, staff, and community of Uvalde CISD.
for all children, schools, and communities impacted by school
shootings.
that voices are not being heard.

https://nirn.fpg.unc.edu/ai-hub/implementation-support-practitioner-resources
https://nirn.fpg.unc.edu/resources/community-school-strategy-implementation-roadmap
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/10442073221096392
https://open.spotify.com/show/580ehhWPj3DW5iVxNweySA
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLw-z5w9HcaVos47LS0T1Ub_PFjRxcK4lL
https://sisep.fpg.unc.edu/blog/reflections-past-five-years-sisep


about the lack of mental health support across the United States.
While we cannot change past events, we support action moving forward.

On June 22nd and 23rd, SISEP will host the Active States Forum. We are excited to
learn and share from our active states and partners from across the country. As we
convene both onsite in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, and virtually, we will be sharing
resources, pictures, and memories on our social media feeds. 
Be sure to follow @sisepcenter | #statesforum2022.

New Resources

Interactive Lesson: Co-learning *NEW*

After completing this lesson about co-learning, you will
be able to a) determine when and how to engage in
co-learning and b) describe the importance of co-
learning.

Take the Lesson

Community School Implementation
Roadmap

This tool is designed to assist with the implementation
of the Community School Strategy using
Implementation Science and the Four Pillars
framework for Community Schools (CS).
The Implementation Stages Planning
Tool developed by the National Implementation
Research Network (NIRN) is used as a road map for
implementation activities. The Four Pillars is used as
the framework for the components of a Community
School strategy. 

Implementation Roadmap

Recommended Read

Effective Implementation Capacity to Impact Change Within State
Education Systems to Support Students with Disabilities
Caryn Ward, Tanya Ihlo, Kathleen Ryan Jackson, and Sophia Farmer

https://nirn.fpg.unc.edu/ai-hub/implementation-support-practitioner-resources
https://nirn.fpg.unc.edu/resources/stages-implementation-analysis-where-are-we
https://nirn.fpg.unc.edu/resources/community-school-strategy-implementation-roadmap


"The present article describes how an implementation science approach, Active
Implementation Frameworks, was used by a national technical assistance center to cultivate
systemic change and create improved outcomes for students with disabilities within several
state, regional, and local education agencies. A summary of the lessons learned thus far and
resulting considerations for practice and policy are presented. A key lesson was that state
education agencies (SEAs) supporting districts and schools in implementation of a specific,
educator-student-level practice realized improved outcomes for their students with disabilities.
SEAs implementing frameworks or processes without an operationalized and measurable
educator-student level practice had limited or no evidence of improved student outcomes."

Read Article

Media Resources

We are looking for guests to be on our
podcast! Do you have a story to tell about
implementation? Do you want to share your
thoughts, insights, and expertise? Contact
Rebekah Hornak at rhornak@unc.edu.

Implementation Science for
Educators Podcast

Episode 29 & 30: Using Implementation
Science to Evaluate the Use of ESSER
Funds

Episode 31: Colorado Department of
Education and Using Implementation
Science in their Ways of Work

Episode 32: The SISEP Team Reflects

Listen Now!

NIRN Updates

Virtual Series Recordings

Did you miss Part 1 or Part 2 of the NIRN Virtual
Series? Wanted to attend but registration was full?

You can view the recordings and the resources from
the series at any time by visiting the NIRN 2022
Virtual Series website.
Part 1: ISP Core Competencies during Exploration
Part 2: ISP Core Competencies during Installation

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/10442073221096392
https://open.spotify.com/show/580ehhWPj3DW5iVxNweySA


Be sure to register for Part 3: ISP Core Competencies
during Initial Implementation.

Virtual Series Recordings
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